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Perfect answer for how have you been

Answer for how have u been. How have you been answer examples. How have you been answer.
To sound more native, use "I have been" in your place "in your place." Other alternatives include "non -stima" or "asã". brothers or parents, you can answer the question "How are you?" More honestly. And yourself? Good thank you. When someone asks: "How have you been?" You should respond with more than a word short as "good" or "ok." This
phrase appears in these lessons: How have you been? The most important thing is that this is not a question to ask someone who has just known, nor is it a question to ask someone who has just seen yesterday. I have been working without stopping. How have you been? "For example:" I have been very busy starting my own business, but it has also
been fun. It is perfectly acceptable to talk about new things in your life as an answer to this question. Didn't he hear? The greeting "How have you been?" "It is only used with people who you already know and you can mention the last time you spoke between the only time all the time to answer perfect questions. A: Not so well ãºlimously. The
progressive time present perfect describes a action that began at Time in the past, continue in the present and possibly can continue in the future. Native English speakers tend to respond in this way when they talk with others. For example, this could be since the last time I saw that person , sent a message or spoke for a phono. In this article, we
discussed different ways of answering the question "How are you? way you should answer the question "How are you?" It depends on who is asking. If you are talking with acquaintances or strange, your response will be more formal than when you speak with the family or "How are you?" For acquaintances and extremes, people are people who may
have met several times, but they don't know very well. Allows the other person to speak. I have been working/studying/executing a lot ãºlimously, I feel quite tired today. You can use this answer if you want to talk about your current lifestyle and how much it affects how you feel. . The question "How have you been" is really an invitation to talk about
your life? The strangers are the people who had never known before, as the receptionist in an office or the cashier in a supermarket. You may not know how to solve a problem, or it may be thinking a lot about a situation because it has no control. It could feel stressed when you have too many to do. I am enduring there: you can answer as if you have
a challenging day. Tips to answer "How are you?" Here are some tips to help answer the question "How are you?" Qualively: Smile "How are you?" "It is a cultural greeting, so a smile is a perfect way to welcome the question in a positive and educated way. Look at your tone it is better to use an acute tone and respond quickly to give a positive
response. I could Invite your friend or relative to ask you: "What happens?" You can also explain to your relative or friend why you feel excited. I have been better: it can be said "I have been better" when something is something Bad. This is a very common answer to this question. You can tell you how do you feel. The conversation underway. You can
also answer directly explaining what happened recently. For example, this could be someone with whom you went to high school or a friend of a friend. It is actually focusing on the part of the time that has passed since he saw that person. It is pronounced in this way in a casual conversation. "How have you been?" It is the part of the time that has
passed since you saw that person. And tãº? I'm fine. Or maybe since the last time she spoke for a phono. "How have you been since we graduate from high school?" "How have you been hospitalized last month?" "" Has he been since they separated? "Short answers to answer the question" A way to answer this question is to give short answers or a
word. You just need to think if the situation is finished. The difference is when you respond "How are you?", He responds in present time. A: I have not been so good. Are you looking for a way to improve your English? For example, the question "How are you?" It can be a start of conversation or a simple greeting, depending on the context. A: I've been
doing very well! A: I've been fine, thank you. Some answers to the question may have a negative meaning when they express themselves in a low voice or say with a sigh. To start, there are two things to remember: first, just ask this question if you have met someone before. I need a break. How has he been? Would you like to know how to make an
error? You must answer news about how it has been her life. Or it could also be since the last time private messages were sent in line. You can see that it has been used similarly to "How are you?" However, your answer must be a bit different. What have you been doing? "How you have been" it is generally asking how you have been since the last
time I saw the person, or you spoke, or etc. There are many things that you can say in response, it depends on your feeling, there is no "correct" answer :) 0% RANGE: Correct answer: Puntation: 0% Rank: Correct answer: "How was it"? "It is a current simple question so that your answer can be an adjective or should also be in the perfect present."
"How you have been" is very similar to "How are you" in sense "? You have been a greeting that invites you to describe your welfare state in the recent past so far. Well" or something with "adjective m + "But answers to" How have you been "? feeling) recently. You can choose to use the perfect present for things that continue to the present or the
simple past for the things that ended at a previous date. 5 responses to "How have you been"? It was great, what is there? This is a good answer Er, if you just mean that you are fine and that you really do not feel like talking. Here there are some appropriate answers that you can use when someone asks how: well: "good" is the most common answer
to the question "How are you?" He is educated and cheerful. Or very good: this answer is the most correctly correct since the question "How are you?" "Tythically, you should respond with an adverb. You want to start one. Fine: when you answer with the word" fine ", be sure to use a tone and smile positive. A: It has been differ. When using the
question" How do you you have been? ? "But before talking about how to answer this question, we talked about how to use or how to ask this question. Use" has been "or" I have been "too." Ask as "Do you like it?" To learn more about the way you feel. It is a very positive response. Maybe they ask you how they have gone from the last time they saw
you. Look how to answer the question "How have you been?" In English fluid. After seeing this English tutorial, if you want to learn a more advanced grass, I recommend past conditional grass: how to use it should have been, it could have been and have been in English. In fact, on October 28, Editorial, 2021greetings play an essential role in our
social and professional life. A: It's not so good. As "I'm fine." With "How have you been?", On the other hand, will you respond using the current perfect time. Therefore, the answer must be short. How are you? Well, and? I am doing well, and? Well, what? Variations of "How are you?": "What happens?" This question is a shorter version of "What is
happening in your life?" However, it is not necessary to give a long answer. For example: "I have been busy working a lot, perhaps too. It is ask You are and with what you are talking about, you need to know how to answer goods correctly. It means that you are well. And and do not bad. "Fine" could mean that you are not well if you say it too slow or
with the gathered cem. A more formal situation depends on how you will answer. I need vacations. Here are some example answers: I'm fine, thanks. To: I have been a sick. This is similar to "How are you?" But "how have you been?" It is used when you have not seen someone for more time, like several months or more. A: I've been good, thank you.
Here there are some examples: "How have you been?" I've been busy working. "" I have been traveling a lot since we were speaking last Christmas. " ¢ 1. The work has been busy. For example, you can answer: quite well. This is a good response in English, but it really does not allow the conversation to advance. "Cómo" is short for "how much". And
this is He does "I have been" the continuous verb. " For example, if he saw the person for it when you were happy, but now he was sad, he said: Q: How have you been? For example, I could say: "Let's be the contract!" or "Tom married." You can use the same answers to "What happens?" To answer questions such as "What is happening?" "What have
you been doing?" "How is it? Positive. Unless you want to start a long conversation, you can respond in one of these forms:" There is not much much, "it is not the most common answer." . A lot! He is excited by all things that happen in your life, you can use this answer. This patient with the flu for a week! If something happened in the past and now it
is over, you can use the simple past. Or in reverse (if you were sad, but now happy) p: How did you have And you? You can use it when something great is about to happen. In this example, it is obvious because it uses the simple past, that I was sick but feels better now. Ah, all good, you can't complain. This is a basic answer to the question if it feels to
the time and I don't feel like talking. For example, a family member could ask: "How have you been since last Christmas?" Here there are some examples of answers to this question: I have been traveling a lot since we saw each other last summer. I have been busy studying. I've been working too hard. A: I have been terrible. "Gabby" has been
practicing a bit of cooking. "" Is there a long time in the gym "? In the neighborhood." How to sound more fluid and native when the question answers "How have you been? with whom you have not seen or that you have spoken for a while, just by asking this question. Click here to get information about our full course of English, fluid communication
and learn when we open it again for new students. There is no A "correct" answer, but there are some things that can say: Q: How do you have? . Respond and continue with the conversation that answers the question "return. Here there are some examples of the short responses: "â¡ ¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡ Â ¡¡¡ Â ¡¡¡ for a long way to answer this
question. Here are some Answers to explain how are you: well: "Kay" is a neutral response as "all good" or "fine", and it can mean that something is bothering you if you say slowly with a lower voice. A: I have been doing it better. Second, ask them if they have not been seen for some time (like a week or more). In both cases, it is essential to stay
educated when he greets them. If you feel good, then you can talk about your life in the present perfect continuous for your actions and the present simple for how you feel. I have never been better! Things have done so well, I got a new job, this is a very positive response that allows you to explain something new that has happened in your life.
However, it could also say "it is going well", which is an educated and friendly response that you can use with acquaintances, work partners or customers. "How has it been?" This question as a life has been for you from a specific point in time. I mentioned above that it is similar to answer the question "How are you?" ". You? ã ¢ â‚¬.
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